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Abstract
In the classical feed-forward, modular view of visual processing, the primary visual cortex (area V1) is a module that serves to
extract local features such as edges and bars. Representation and recognition of objects are thought to be functions of higher
extrastriate cortical areas. This paper presents neurophysiological data that show the later part of V1 neurons’ responses reﬂecting
higher order perceptual computations related to Ullman’s (Cognition 1984;18:97–159) visual routines and Marr’s (Vision NJ:
Freeman 1982) full primal sketch, 2
1
2D sketch and 3D model. Based on theoretical reasoning and the experimental evidence, we
propose a possible reinterpretation of the functional role of V1. In this framework, because of V1 neurons’ precise encoding of
orientation and spatial information, higher level perceptual computations and representations that involve high resolution details,
ﬁne geometry and spatial precision would necessarily involve V1 and be reﬂected in the later part of its neurons’ activities. © 1998
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Figure-ground segregation; Medial axis transform; Primary visual cortex; Awake monkey electrophysiology; Non-classical receptive
ﬁeld
1. Introduction
David Marr’s model for the computation of the
meaning of images has dominated theory and experi-
mentation for the last 20 years. In his inﬂuential book
Vision, he proposed a series of computational modules
representing steps in the analysis of an image and a
rough correspondence between these modules and areas
in cortex. Subsequent theoretical and experimental
work reﬁned his analysis, sometimes modifying it,
sometimes making it more precise, but still following
the basic ideas. For instance, middle temporal area
(area MT) is considered to be the place where the
aperture problem is solved, V2 the place where many
gestalt grouping operations are performed. A central
tenet of this model, however, is the decomposition of
visual processing into successive feed-forward steps,
into low, intermediate and high level stages, and the
belief that visual cortex could likewise be divided into
areas occupied with low, intermediate and high level
operations. A key example was his strong assertion that
the stereo correspondence problem could be solved
before object recognition took place based on the psy-
chophysical demonstration of human ability to see 3D
structure in random dot stereo-grams. In Marr’s frame-
work, the primary visual cortex (area V1) is the site of
the primal sketch, where local features are detected and
grouped together into symbolic tokens and contours.
He proposed a 2.5D sketch for the representation of
surfaces and depth, and a 3D model a hierarchical
modular representation of objects based on principle
axes, as the bases of object recognition. These represen-
tations were thought to be computed and represented in
the extrastriate cortices such as V4, MT and IT. Marr
recognized that not all computations were exclusively
feed-forward, although he seemed to believe that low-
level vision can be done independently of later stages.
The purpose of this paper is to argue ﬁrst on theoret-
ical grounds that the low level visual computation
cannot be completed before high level computations are
begun; second, to present and examine neurophysiolog-
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ical evidence that V1 is computing different types of
information during the 40–350 ms post-stimulus time
period; and thirdly, to interpret these ﬁndings as a part
of an extrastriate:striate feedback loop in which V1
plays a highly speciﬁc role much richer than simply
carrying out the earliest stages of visual processing.
2. Conjectures on the role of V1 in visual processing
Object recognition in complex real world environ-
ments under multiple occlusions, perspective and light-
ing conditions is a very difﬁcult problem. Before
recognizing the object, it is often hard to segregate it
from the background because on the one hand, its true
contours are confused with local contrast edges caused
by shadows, specularities, and surface discontinuities,
and, on the other hand, the true object edges can be
irregular, faint and partially occluded. To ﬁnd the
boundary of an object, the ﬁrst set of contrast edges
must be discounted and the second set must be en-
hanced or interpolated. But an object must be segre-
gated from the background and its boundaries deﬁned
before one can compute its shape properties. These
shape properties will have to be modiﬁed if the object is
partly occluded or in shadow. An example is shown in
Fig. 1: although the ﬁgure of the old man is extremely
obvious to human perception, application of the popu-
lar Canny edge detector makes mistakes in all of the
above. We believe that this ﬁgure cannot be separated
from the background without substantial reconstruc-
tion of the 3D structure and the illumination of the
scene. Curiously, the most recognizable object in the
scene is the man’s ear, which might, for example,
entrain the process of matching next the face, and
ﬁnally the body. In other words, ﬁgure-ground segrega-
tion and object recognition are intertwined: they cannot
progress in a simple bottom-up serial fashion, but have
to happen concurrently and interactively in constant
feed-forward and feedback loops that involve the entire
hierarchical circuit in the visual system. The idea that
various levels in cognitive and sensory systems have to
work together interactively and concurrently had been
proposed in more general computational terms, particu-
lar by McClelland and Rumelhart [2] in terms of inter-
active activation neural networks, by Grossberg [3] in
terms of adaptive resonance theory, by Mumford [4,5]
in terms of pattern theory, by Ullman [6] in terms of
counter-streams model, and Dayan et al [7] in terms of
the Helmholtz machine.
If this hypothesis is true, one would expect to ﬁnd
that cells in V1 respond in very different ways in the
initial phase of visual processing, e.g. 40–60 ms post-
saccade or post-stimulus in the experimental situation,
and in later stages, e.g. 60–200 ms post-saccade or
post-stimulus. What effects would the computational
theory lead one to expect? The analysis of V1 responses
to basic elementary stimuli, such as bars and gratings,
have suggested that early responses can be modeled as
linear and nonlinear local ﬁlter responses, such as
Gabor ﬁlters and the sum of squares of matched even
and odd Gabor ﬁlters [8,9]. These, of course, detect all
contrast edges and strips and respond well to many
types of texture. Some of these will indicate object
boundaries; others result from a multitude of illumina-
tion effects and surface properties of objects.
We should anticipate, therefore, that in some way the
local edge contrast response will evolve, some increas-
ing, some decreasing. Perhaps second order texture
edges will be detected, illumination edges discounted,
and faint edges that are highly signiﬁcant for purposes
of recognition will get enhanced. One would also expect
other important ﬁgure:ground clues, such as T-junc-
tions and illumination clues to modulate V1 responses.
We can look for effects indicating that regions are
being labelled, ‘colored’ in Ullman’s terminology ,
which is a prerequisite to compute the shape of a
region. Such responses might take the form of modula-
Fig. 1. An image of an old man and the edge signals produced by applying the popular Canny edge detector to the image. It illustrates that
bottom-up edge signals are inherently difﬁcult to interpret because of the ambiguities in local contrast edge information. Segmentation and
recognition are necessarily intertwined, involving the entire hierarchical circuit of the visual system at the same time.T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2431
tions of texture responses which are describing surface
properties.
A more radical theory proposes that tracing curves in
images has a second, quite distinct use in visual process-
ing. One of the main approaches to object recognition
is the grammatical or structural approach, which is
based on decomposing an object into primitive parts
[10–14] and linking them together using a hierarchical
framework like the parse tree of a sentence. This ap-
proach was, in fact, favored by Marr in his 3D model.
It is particularly useful in encoding the great variety of
complex biological forms. Biological bodies with ﬂex-
ible joints can change drastically with view point
changes and motion. Blum [10] observed that under
such changes, a region-based description based on the
skeletons of the objects is much more stable than a
boundary based description. He proposed that complex
biological forms could be described efﬁciently using the
skeletons and a small ﬁnite set of shape primitives. His
skeleton, called the medial axis transform, is formally
deﬁned as the locus of centers of the largest circles
inside the region, hence touching its boundary in two
distinct points. Given that the medial axis, like
boundary, involves curve tracing, which requires precise
spatial precision and orientation resolution in a 2D
topological map provided only by V1, one would ex-
pect that V1 neurons should be involved in the compu-
tation of these region and shape descriptors, and that
the signals should be reﬂected in the later part of their
responses.
If so much is being calculated in V1, is there any
model to suggest which computations involve V1 and
which do not? For instance, V1 neurons have not been
found to solve the aperture problem or to respond to
illusory contours. We believe that the results described
here are consistent with the following revised model for
the role of V1: that V1 is a unique high resolution
buffer available to cortex for calculations, and will be
used by any computation, high or low level, which
requires high resolution image details and spatial preci-
sion. For example, why does the medial axis need high
resolution? One reason is that we are extremely sensi-
tive to symmetry and aspect ratio (for instance, it is
heavily used to distinguish faces). A 10% change in
aspect ratio makes a shape look very different. Only in
a cortical area, where neurons are sensitive to disks of
different diameters, can one compute the medial axis
and the aspect ratio. Another much simpler reason for
going back to the high resolution version of the stimu-
lus is simply that some details that are overlooked as
noise in the ﬁrst pass often turn out to be crucial in
conﬁrming the identity of an object. In contrast, what
V1 doesn’t have are the collaterals that span the full
width of the image. In computer vision, the image
pyramid is computed precisely to make it possible to
rapidly integrate information over the whole image.
Such an image pyramid might be constructed in V1,
V2, and V4 as Olshausen et al [15] pointed out in their
proposal for how a window of attention at four differ-
ent scales might be expected for computation in area
IT.
In this paper, we report evidence from single unit
recording in V1 of awake behaving macaque monkeys
that lends support to the above conjecture. The evi-
dence suggests that V1 seems to be involved in various
higher order perceptual computations including the
computation of cue-invariant or ‘symbolic’ surface
boundaries, ﬁgure-ground (or inside-outside) distinction
and the medial axis of shape. These computations have
been described conceptually by Ullman [1] as visual
routines, the processing of visual information beyond
the creation of the early representations. These routines
suppose to establish abstract shape properties and spa-
tial relations that are vital to object recognition but are
not represented explicitly in the initial representations
of the visible environment.
3. Neurophysiological experiments
3.1. Background and moti6ation
It has been known for 20 years that neurons in area
V1 are sensitive not just to the local features within
their receptive ﬁelds, but are strongly inﬂuenced by the
context of the surround stimuli. Many investigators
have studied these surround or contextual modulations
[16–28]. These contextual interactions have been shown
to exert both facilitatory and inhibitory effects from
outside the classical receptive ﬁelds. Both types of
interactions can affect the same unit, depending on
various stimulus parameters. Recent cortical models by
Stemmler et al. [29] and Somers et al. [30] described the
action of the surround as a function of the relative
contrast between the center stimulus and the surround
stimulus. These mechanisms are thought to mediate
such psychological effects as ﬁlling-in [24] and pop-out
[23].
It is in this context that we ﬁnd Lamme’s [25] ﬁnd-
ings and their interpretation to be particularly provoca-
tive and interesting. Lamme compared the responses of
V1 neurons when their receptive ﬁelds were placed
inside a texture ﬁgure, and when they were placed
outside a ﬁgure in the texture background. He found
that V1 neurons not only responded better inside the
ﬁgure, but the enhancement was spatially uniform
within the ﬁgure. Moreover, this enhancement was
observed not only for texture cues, but also for motion
cues. Based on these observations, Lamme [25] sug-
gested that this interior enhancement effect might be
related to a more abstract perceptual construct called
ﬁgure-ground, a signal that conveys whether the neu-T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2432
Fig. 2. The classical receptive ﬁeld of each cell was ﬁrst localized and its spatial extent ascertained by moving a black bar in different directions
over the receptive ﬁeld. Its maximum spatial extent was further assessed by successively ﬂashing circular texture patches at and around the
localized receptive ﬁelds (patch mapping method). The diameter of the smallest disk that elicited response at center position (1) but not at any
of the surround positions (2–9) was taken to be the extent of the classical receptive ﬁeld of the cell. The texture was sufﬁciently dense so that the
receptive ﬁeld of the cell was covered by multiple line segments. The patch stimulus displayed is 1.5° (30 pixels) in diameter and contains multiple
short line segments. An additional method to assess the spatial extent of the RF was to test the cell with a hole stimulus of different diameters,
centered on the receptive ﬁeld. The diameter at which the cell’s response dropped precipitously was considered the maximum extent of the
receptive ﬁeld. One cell’s response to hole and disk stimuli is shown in the illustration. The RF extent of this cell measured moving bar method
was 0.75°, and by the patch method was 1.0° in diameter. Note that the response to the disk and hole stimulus was signiﬁcantly decreased at 2.0°
diameter.
ron’s receptive ﬁeld is encoding a part of the ﬁgure or
a part of the background.
In the following two sets of experiments, we studied
this ﬁgure-ground hypothesis further by examining the
precise nature of the interior enhancement and the
conditions that gave rise to this phenomenon. We also
examined the responses of the neurons at different time
windows to elucidate the spatiotemporal dynamics of
the neurons under various testing conditions to differ-
ent stimuli, and looked for neural activities that might
reﬂect higher-order perceptual computations in V1.
3.2. Methods and materials
In this series of experiments, we recorded from 301
neurons in the parafoveal area V1 of three awake
behaving rhesus monkeys Macaca mulatta while the
monkeys were doing the following ﬁxation task. At the
beginning of each trial, a monkey ﬁrst established ﬁxa-
tion to a red dot on the screen within a 0.3° ﬁxation
tolerance window for 200 ms. Then, a stimulus was
ﬂashed on the grey screen for 350 ms as the test stimu-
lus. The monkey was kept alert by being required to
make a saccadic eye movement to a target that ap-
peared in a random position upon the disappearance of
the test stimulus and the ﬁxation dot. Correct saccades
were rewarded with drops of apple juice. Eye move-
ments were recorded using implanted scleral search
coils [31] and sampled at a rate of 200 Hz.
3.3. Stimulus display and recording methods
Stimuli were presented on an NEC multisync XL
color video display monitor, driven by a Number Nine
Corporation SGT Pepper graphics board with a 640
480 pixel resolution, at a frame rate of 60 Hz. The
screen was 3224 cm in dimensions and was viewed
from a distance of 58 cm. One pixel thus corresponded
to a visual angle of 0.05°, and the full screen size was
3224°.
Recordings were made transdurally with glass coated
platinum-iridium micro-electrodes through a surgically
implanted well overlying the operculum of area V1 of
awake behaving monkeys. The recording well was sur-
gically implanted when the monkeys had acquired a
sufﬁcient level of performance. All surgical procedure
were performed under deep pentobarbital anesthesia
and all experimental procedures were in accordance
with NIH guidelines (see also ref. [32]). Impedance of
the electrodes ranged from 1.0 to 4.0 MV. Spikes from
single units or in some cases clusters of several units
were isolated either by setting an amplitude threshold
or by cluster cutting using the DataWave system.
The classical receptive ﬁeld of each neuron was local-
ized, its orientation preference and spatial extent ascer-
tained by slowly moving a black thin bar on the screen
in different directions over the receptive ﬁeld. The
maximum spatial extent of the classical receptive ﬁeld
was further assessed by successively ﬂashing circular
texture patches at and around the localized receptive
ﬁeld until only the center patch would elicit response in
the neuron (Fig. 2). An additional method was to
project a hole stimulus onto the receptive ﬁeld. The
diameter of the hole was increased in successive trials
until no signiﬁcant initial outburst of response was
elicited in the neuron. The receptive ﬁelds mapped by
the bar were slightly smaller than those mapped by the
texture patches. Generally, we take the classical recep-
tive ﬁeld to mean the area of the region where direct
stimulation by bar or texture will produce a strong andT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2433
Fig. 3. Four pairs of complementary stimuli are shown in the display: texture strip (ST
:ST
), slanted texture strip pair (SST
:SST
), square
pair (SQ
:SQ
). slanted texture square pair (SQT
:SQT
). In the positive () stimulus, the ﬁgure contains texture of the preferred orientation
of the cell being tested. In the negative stimulus, the ﬁgure contains texture of the orthogonal (anti-preferred) orientation.
brisk response, while stimulation of its surround alone
(e.g. patches 2–9) will produce a negligible response.
3.4. Experiment I: neuronal response within texture
ﬁgures
3.4.1. Moti6ation
Lamme’s ﬁgure-ground hypothesis [25] was based on
several observations. First, the neurons’ responses were
enhanced uniformly within the square texture ﬁgure, i.e.
the enhancement at the boundaries and at the interior
of the ﬁgures were more or less the same. Hence there
was a sharp asymmetry in the enhancement at the
ﬁgural border between the ﬁgure and the background.
The later stage of V1 responses correlates primarily
with the ﬁgural signal and was independent of the
receptive ﬁeld size and orientation preference of the
cells. The fact that the enhancement could be induced
either by texture cues or motion cues further suggests
the enhanced neural activities might be used to repre-
sent a more abstract perceptual structure.
This evidence is not completely consistent with Gal-
lant et al.’s [33] ﬁndings that V1 neurons were sensitive
to texture contrast edges. Furthermore, the evidence
that the enhancement at the later response is insensitive
to the orientation tuning of the cells is also counter-in-
tuitive since one would expect that orientation-selectiv-
ity of V1 neurons would continue to play an important
role in higher order contour completion at the later
stage of their responses, for example, in the task of
contour completion. One potential problem with
Lamme’s [25] original experiment was that a fairly large
(1°) ﬁxation tolerance window was used. Could the
uniform interior enhancement observed arise from the
smoothing-in of the edge signals? Therefore, we con-
ducted the following experiments using a much smaller
ﬁxation window (0.3°) to elucidate the relationship
between edge enhancement and the interior ‘ﬁgural’
enhancement, and the role of the orientation-selectivity
of the cells in mediating all these effects.
3.4.2. Methods
To elucidate the relationship between edge enhance-
ment and the interior enhancement, we tested the re-
sponses of V1 neurons to three main sets of stimuli:
texture boundary stimuli (Fig. 5), texture strip stimuli
(ST, SST), and texture square stimuli (SQ, SSQ) (Fig.
3). These stimuli were tested in complementary pairs as
shown. The width of the strips and the squares was 4°
visual angle, which was about four to six times the size
of the cells’ receptive ﬁelds at parafoveal eccentricity of
3–4°. At a later stage of the experiment, neurons were
also tested with strips of different widths, and with
texture shapes such as diamonds and rectangles for
reasons to be described later. The neurons were tested
under one or more of the following three testing condi-
tions: parallel, orthogonal and oblique, which speciﬁed
the relative difference in orientation between a cell’s
preferred orientation and the orientation of the ﬁgure
boundary it encountered (Fig. 4). To maximize our
study of the cells in the parallel condition, we fre-
quently rotated the strips so that the boundary became
parallel to the preferred orientation of the cells.
The location of the ﬁxation spot, and hence that of
the receptive ﬁeld of each cell, was kept constant across
trials. The ﬁgure was presented at different translated
positions relative to the classical receptive ﬁeld in suc-
cessive trials. The responses of the neurons when their
receptive ﬁelds were located at the boundary, interior
and exterior of the ﬁgure were studied in successiveT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2434
Fig. 4. The displays illustrate the placement of the square ﬁgure relative to the receptive ﬁeld and the preferred orientation of a cell under the
parallel and the orthogonal testing conditions. Each frame depicts a particular stimulus conﬁguration on the monitor relating the ﬁxation spot (the
black dot), and the cell’s oriented receptive ﬁeld (the gray rectangle) to the ﬁgure in the stimulus (the square). Here, the square ﬁgure is shown
to be displaced horizontally over successive trials so that the cell’s receptive ﬁeld was placed at the center, the boundary, and outside of the ﬁgure
in different trials. In the parallel condition, the preferred orientation of the cell was parallel to the ﬁgure boundary it encountered. In the
orthogonal condition, the preferred orientation of the cell was orthogonal to the ﬁgure boundary it encountered. The sampling line is deﬁned as
the line on which the receptive ﬁeld of the cell is translated over trials. In these diagrams, it is horizontal. In order to study the neurons’ responses
in the parallel condition, we frequently rotated the strips and the sampling line so that the strip was parallel to the preferred orientation of the
cell and the sampling line was orthogonal to it. In successive trials, nine evenly spaced positions within the ﬁgure of each stimulus and seven
positions outside the ﬁgure along a sampling line were presented to the cell at a spatial interval equal to 1:8 of the width of the ﬁgure.
trials (Fig. 4). In order to reveal the neurons’ sensitivity
to image structures other than their orientation-selectiv-
ity to local features (orientation tuning), the responses
of each neuron to a stimulus (e.g. SQ
) and its comple-
ment (e.g. SQ
) were summed at each corresponding
position to produce a combined response that is inde-
pendent of the orientation tuning of the cell (illustrated
in Fig. 7, also see ref. [25]). Each stimulus pair was
tested within each block of the experiment. The two
stimuli in each pair and sampling positions were ran-
domly interleaved during the presentation. In these
experiments, the exact texture pattern projected onto
the receptive ﬁeld was kept constant so that the vari-
ability in the response of the neuron was not due to the
precise nature of texture patterns but to the contextual
effects. This requirement however could not be kept at
the texture contrast boundary.
3.4.3. Results
The data presented here were drawn from
219 neurons. These neurons were primarily complex
cells, sensitive to luminance contrast of both polarities.
We found that there were several stages in the re-
sponses of V1 neurons, with distinct spatial response
proﬁles at different temporal windows. Typically, V1
neurons started to respond about 40 ms after the stimu-
lus was displayed on the screen. From 40 to 60 ms after
stimulus onset, the cells behaved essentially as local
feature detectors or linear ﬁlters [9,34]. The responses to
the texture stimuli were therefore initially uniform
within a region of homogeneous texture based on the
orientation tuning of the cells. At 60 ms after stimulus
onset, boundary signals started to develop at the tex-
ture boundaries. By 80 ms, the responses at texture
boundaries have become sharpened (Fig. 5), consistent
with the psychophysical time course of texture segmen-
tation [35].
Fig. 6 shows examples of the orientation-speciﬁc
responses of two neurons to the texture strip pair ST

and ST
 in different time windows. From 40 to 80 ms,
the neurons responded uniformly well within the inte-
rior of the positive strip (ST
), but responded very
poorly outside the strip. This was because the texture
within the strip was of the preferred orientation of the
cells, and the texture outside was of the non-preferred
orientation. The situation was reversed in the negative
strip (ST
) in which the neuron was found to respond
primarily to the preferred texture outside the strip.
Interestingly, 80 ms onward, as the responses at the
boundary became more localized, a response peak was
sometimes observed at the center or the axis of the strip
when the strip stimuli (ST
 and ST
) were testedT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2435
Fig. 5. Top row: the spatial response proﬁle of a V1 neuron to the texture boundary stimulus at different time windows. The preferred orientation
of the cell was vertical. The texture in the region to the right of the boundary is of the preferred orientation of the cell. The solid lines in these
graphs indicate the mean ﬁring rate within the speciﬁed time window, and the dashed lines depict the envelopes of S.E. The dots on the solid lines
are the data points. The abscissa is the distance in degrees of visual angle from the RF center to the texture boundary. Bottom row: the spatial
response proﬁle of another vertical cell to a texture boundary deﬁned by slanted texture. six out of ten neurons tested with such texture boundary
showed similar sharpened responses, suggesting that some V1 neurons are sensitive to texture boundaries regardless of the orientation of the
deﬁning texture.
under the parallel condition. The spatial response proﬁ-
les in successive temporal windows show the develop-
ment of these central peaks (Fig. 6). In one dramatic
example, cell m32 did not respond at all within the strip
in stimulus ST
 in the initial phrase but became active
at the axis of the strip after 80 ms. Statistically signiﬁ-
cant central peaks were observed in 14 out of the
50 neurons tested with strip ST
 and 10 cells with strip
ST
 (T-test, PB0.05).
Consistent with Lamme’s [25] observation, we found
that starting at around 80 ms, the combined neural
responses were higher when the receptive ﬁelds of the
cells were inside the square in stimuli SQ
 and SQ

than when they were outside the square. However, we
found that particularly in the parallel condition, the
differential between the responses inside and outside of
the ﬁgures was not uniform, but layered or character-
ized with additional structures. First, there were the
boundary enhancement signals, which were about four
times stronger on the average than the interior enhance-
ment signals in the parallel condition (Figs. 8 and 9).
Second, we again observed an extra response at the
center of the square in the parallel condition and some-
times in the slant condition. Fig. 7 illustrates the re-
sponses of the individual cell to both square and strip,
showing the center peak response in both cases. The
response within the square ﬁgure was signiﬁcantly
higher than the response within the strip ﬁgure. The
combined response, obtained by summing the response
to positive and negative ﬁgures (Fig. 7), showed that
the neuron experienced much stronger interior enhance-
ment within the square than within the strip. Forty ﬁve
cells tested with square (SQ
:SQ
) in the parallel
condition showed the same sharp pronounced
boundary responses as the cells’ response to (ST
:ST

). While only eight of 50 cells showed minor overall
interior enhancement within strip (ST
:ST
), 32 out
of the 45 cells tested with squares showed statistically
signiﬁcant interior enhancement (T test, PB0.05).
Statistically signiﬁcant central peaks were observed in
eight neurons for SQ
 and nine for SQ
. The popula-
tion histograms of these effects are shown in Fig. 9.
The temporal response of the different groups of
cells, classiﬁed according to orientation selectivity and
testing conditions, at several selected positions of the
strip ﬁgures were shown in Fig. 8 to illustrate the
boundary response, texture surface response, inside en-
hancement response and the axis response. Fig. 9 shows
the histograms of the cell distribution for these effects.
We observed a slight inside-versus-outside enhancement
for the strip stimuli in the non-parallel (orthogonal and
slant) testing conditions, but not much at all in the
parallel testing condition, whereas the inside-versus-
outside enhancement was observed in squares in all
conditions.
Fig. 10 shows a series of 3D graphs depicting the
spatiotemporal proﬁles of the combined responses of
V1 neurons to different stimuli under different condi-T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2436
Fig. 6. Shown here are the spatial response proﬁles of two vertical orientation selective V1 neurons to different parts of the strips (ST
 and ST
)
along a horizontal cross-section (sampling line) in different time windows after stimulus onset. The width of the ﬁgure was 4°. The receptive ﬁelds
were at about 5° eccentricity in the visual ﬁeld, and about 1.2° in diameter. The abscissa is the distance in visual angle from the RF center to the
center of the ﬁgure. The solid lines in these graphs indicate the mean ﬁring rate within the time window, and the dashed lines depict the envelopes
of S.E. The strips were deﬁned by texture contrast. Response of cell k30 to both positive and negative stimuli (see Fig. 3 caption) are shown. The
spatial response proﬁles of another V1 neuron (m32) to the negative strip ST stimulus at different time intervals are shown in the bottom row.
Approximately 40–60 ms after stimulus onset, the cell responded uniformly to the background and did not respond to the texture strip at all
because it was not tuned to the texture inside. From 60 to 80 ms, the boundary started to sharpen, but there was still no response within the strip.
Interestingly, 80 ms onward, a pronounced response peak gradually developed at the axis of the strip.
tions. These graphs revealed some additional detailed
information that is difﬁcult to detect from the responses
depicted in 2D time windows. The combined initial
responses to the texture stimuli during the initial 40–
80 ms period were shown to be uniformly colored
across space, corresponding to the orientation speciﬁc
response to local features. After the initial burst of
response, there was a transient drop in neural activity,
followed by a resurgence at about 80–100 ms. It was
during and after this period of resurgence that we
observed the several remarkable phenomena in the
population that might be related to higher order per-
ceptual computations: i.e. the cue-invariant boundary
responses (Fig. 10A and B), the extra responses at the
center of the strip (Fig. 10C), and the boundary and
inside-versus-outside enhancement of the neurons
within the square under different testing conditions
(Fig. 10D,E and F). The center response was most
evident in some cells for the strip and the square in the
parallel condition. However, it was also evident, discon-
tinuously, in the population response average of neu-
rons to slant texture square (SSQ
:SSQ
) in the slant
testing condition (Fig. 10E). Another remarkable obser-
vation is that when the vertical cells were tested with
slanted texture strips SST
 and SST
 in the parallel
condition, the cells’ initial responses were relatively
mild because both the textures inside and outside the
ﬁgure were not of the preferred orientation of the cells.
Remarkably, texture boundary signals that emerged
during the resurgent period were actually stronger than
their initial responses (Fig. 10B), suggesting that the
later response of the cells were more speciﬁc to theT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2437
Fig. 7. Spatial response proﬁle of a V1 neuron (hl6) 100–250 ms after stimulus onset responding to the strip as well as the square stimuli of 4°
width. Boundary responses were sharply localized at the boundary positions. The center peaks were observed at the center of both ST and SQ
,
but slightly shifted in ST
 and SQ
. The response within the strip of ST
 is signiﬁcantly less sustained than that within the strip of SQ
. The
third column illustrates how signals from the complementary stimulus pair are combined: the response to the positive stimulus (e.g. SQ) and
to the negative stimulus (e.g. SQ) were summed at each spatial location. The resulting combined response for the square shows substantially
greater neuronal response inside the ﬁgure than outside the ﬁgure (inside:outside enhancement). The inside:outside enhancement was not
signiﬁcant in the strip. Both showed a response peak at the center for the positive ﬁgures, but shifted from the center by 0.5° in the negative
ﬁgures.
orientation of the boundary than to the local texture
features.
The response enhancement at the axis were signiﬁ-
cant in 25–30% of the neurons. But the effect seems to
be less signiﬁcant in the population response average
shown in Fig. 10A, though a hint of the axis response
was evident. The magnitude of the axis responses were
comparable to the interior responses, and were signiﬁ-
cantly less than the boundary responses. When strips of
different widths were tested, we found that most ‘cen-
ter-responding’ neurons exhibited central peak re-
sponses only for a narrow range of widths. The central
response peak tended to appear at a particular strip
width for an individual neuron and disappeared as the
strip became wider or narrow. However, we found, for
each strip width, there were neurons producing the
central response peaks. Examples of neurons respond-
ing to the center of 2, 3, 4 and 6° strips were shown in
Fig. 11.
It is important to examine the spatial distribution of
the response peaks inside the ﬁgure, for the null hy-
pothesis is that the response peaks were simply ran-
domly distributed. The metric used in Fig. 9 serves only
to show the relative magnitude of a central response
peak, but cannot prove the response peaks were always
centered. In fact, some response peaks were shifted
from the center (see the response of a cell to the
negative strip and square in Fig. 7). To address this
concern, we plotted the histogram of the spatial loca-
tions of statistically signiﬁcant interior response peaks
of the neurons studied (Fig. 12). The histogram shows
that there was a certain degree of dispersion of the
interior response peaks from the center (slightly
stronger than the dispersion of the boundary locations),
but there was a strong emphasis on the center. Curi-
ously, the histogram also showed an increased separa-
tion in the boundary responses of the negative strip,
which might be related to the perceptual widening
effects of horizontal stripes well known to fashion
designers.
When more complex shapes such as diamond, rectan-
gle, and overlapping rectangles were tested, central
response peaks could be detected in 10% of the cells in
diamond, and 30% of the cells in rectangle and overlap-
ping rectangles. The center-responses were particularly
pronounced at the center of mass of the diamond and
of the rectangle (Fig. 13). The axis-responses of the
neurons in the case of overlapping rectangles suggestT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2438
Fig. 8. (A) The averaged temporal response proﬁle of the 50 cells responding to square stimuli SQ
 and SQ
 in the parallel condition, The width
of the square was 4° visual angle. The average RF size of the cells was about 1°. The boundary signal was the average of the responses at two
positions 2 and 2°, the inside signal was the average of the responses between positions 1 and 1° within the square. The outside signal was
the average of the responses at positions4, 4, 8°. Each neuron’s response to the two stimuli in each complementary pair was combined at each
point in time and space and then normalized by the mean of the cell’s maximum response at all positions across time. The signals were then
averaged across the population of neurons and smoothed with a Gaussian (s8 ms) in time. There was no smoothing in space. This graph shows
that the boundary enhancement signal was about four times greater than the interior enhancement signal in the parallel condition. (B) The
averaged-normalized temporal response proﬁle of the 14 neurons that exhibited response peaks at the center of the strip ST
, showing a
signiﬁcant enhancement at the axis relative to the adjacent positions inside the strip. The axis signal was the response at position 0°, and the valley
signal was given by [min(R0.5, R1)min(R0.5, R1)]:2, where R is the response at the location indicated in the subscript. The temporal response
proﬁle shows that the differential response between the axis and the valley points within the strip emerged at about the same time the inside signals
became differentiated from the outside signals.
that central responses might be computed after the
ﬁgure-ground relationship has been determined (Fig.
13).
3.4.4. Discussion
There are two main new ﬁndings in these experi-
ments. First, we showed that when the neurons’ pre-
ferred orientation was parallel to the ﬁgure boundary,
signiﬁcant enhancement was observed at the boundary
regardless of the nature of the texture contrast (Fig.
10). The boundary enhancement was signiﬁcantly
stronger than the interior enhancement (Figs. 8 and 9).
This shows that the orientation-selectivity of the neu-
rons is important even at the later stages of V1 re-
sponses. When the neurons’ preferred orientation was
orthogonal to the boundary, the difference between the
boundary enhancement and the interior enhancement
was less dramatic, suggesting that the coding of surface
qualities was emphasized in such a condition. These
results suggest that V1 neurons are signaling at least
two types of information in their spike trains: boundary
location and surface qualities.
Second, we conﬁrmed Lamme’s [25] observation that
there is signiﬁcant interior enhancement within the
ﬁgure but found additional spatial structures in the
interior enhancement. The interior enhancement occurs
regardless of the orientation of the cells, and is rela-
tively spatially uniform within the ﬁgure. However,
when the orientation preference of the cell is parallel to
that of the ﬁgure boundary as well as the texture inside
the ﬁgure, we observed additional signiﬁcant enhance-
ment of responses at the boundary as well as at the
center:axis of the ﬁgure in about 30% of the cells. The
enhancement within the ﬁgure and the extra enhance-
ment at the center or axis of the ﬁgure resonate with
Kovacs and Julesz’s [36] psychological ﬁndings that
human perceptual sensitivity was enhanced within com-
pact ﬁgures and was markedly enhanced at the center
of a circle. Kovacs and Julesz [36] have suggested that
the central enhancement might be related to the medial
axis transform. Therefore, the enhancement of the neu-
rons within the ﬁgure might have perceptual and com-
putational signiﬁcance, perhaps signaling the closure of
contours around the surface of a ﬁgure, and possibly
the location of the axis of symmetry of an object.
The medial axis transform is a robust method for
describing a local region. By deﬁnition, medial axis is
the locus of the centers of the largest disks inside a
region (Fig. 14). Hence, medial axis transform contains
two pieces of information: the diameters of the disks
(scale) and the locus of the disks’ centers (location).
Using this method to describe a region, a neuron needs
to be sensitive to the conjunction of three relatively
global features: there has to be at least two distinct
boundary segments touching a disk of a certain radius,
and the disk interior has to be homogeneous in surface
quality (Fig. 14).
There are several ways to compute and represent the
medial axis transform. One is the grassﬁre algorithm
proposed by Blum, which mimics a grass ﬁre that
propagates in from the boundary of a ﬁgure; the points
of collision form the skeleton of the ﬁgure, and the ﬁre
itself colors the ﬁgure. The magnitude of the response
at the location of the axis might encode the diameter ofT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2439
Fig. 9. Population histograms of the cells illustrating the prevalence of the various effects. All the modulation ratios, shown on the abscissa, were
computed by (AB):(AB). For the inside versus outside modulation, A was the average of the responses inside the strips or squares, and B
was the average of the responses outside the strips or squares (see Fig. 8A caption). The histograms show that the interior enhancement effect was
strong for the squares but weak for the strips. For the boundary versus inside modulation, A was the average of the responses at the two boundary
positions, and B was the average of the interior responses (see Fig. 8A caption). The histograms show signiﬁcant boundary responses over interior
responses for both the square and strip under the parallel condition. The cells in the orthogonal (nonparallel) condition emphasized on the surface
aspects of the signals, while in the parallel condition they emphasized the boundary signals, but carried other aspects of the signals as well. For
the axis enhancement, A was the average of the responses at the center of SQ
 or SQ
 or the axis of ST
 or ST
, and B was the average of
the responses of the valley points surrounding the central peaks (see Fig. 8B caption). The histogram shows that, particularly for the strip stimulus,
the neural response to the center was enhanced relative to the responses at the positions adjacent to the center.
the disk or the distance away from the borders. Alter-
natively, Crowley and Parker [37] envisioned a center-
surround mechanism, similar to a Laplacian of
Gaussian ﬁlter of a large spatial extent, to compute the
skeletal ridges in images. Burbeck and Pizer [38] pro-
posed a similar but distinct mechanism in which a V2
neuron extended its two dendritic ‘arms’ to gather
border signals from V1 neurons on its two sides. In
these later models, the medial axis was thought to be
computed and represented by an ensemble of neurons,
each ‘tuning’ to a portion of the region of a particular
size or width. Our data show that individual neurons
exhibit central response peaks primarily for a particu-
lar width, but not along the entire medial axis
(e.g. diamond). This evidence suggests that the loca-
tion information about the medial axis, if it exists,
is likely encoded by an ensemble of neurons in V1.
The following experiment investigates the medial
axis hypothesis further by examining the depen-
dence of central enhancement and location of the re-
sponse peak on the size and the deﬁning cue of the
ﬁgure.
3.5. Experiment II: neuronal responses within uniformly
colored ﬁgures
3.5.1. Moti6ation
Experiment I shows that the neural response within a
texture square are much stronger than that inside a
texture strip. Therefore, V1 neurons were obviously
sensitive to the area of a local texture region. However,
the response peak was sensitive to the width of the
region (or the diameter of the largest disk) but less
critically to the area since the central response peaks
could be observed for both the square and the strip
stimuli in an individual neuron (Fig. 7). However, it
was not clear whether the sensitivity to the region’s
spatial extent (area) and the central peak responses
were unique to texture ﬁgures, or were more general
and abstract. Although there was evidence that the
‘color blob’ cells [39] are capable of responding to
colored disks, the spatial extent of their sensitivity was
not fully characterized. The objective of this experiment
was to understand the relationships between the inte-
rior enhancement of the neural responses, the size of
the ﬁgure, foreground and background texture, and theT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2440
Fig. 10.T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2441
cues that made up the ﬁgure. In particular, we would like
to know whether the interior enhancement and the
central peak are observed in neurons responding to
uniformly colored ﬁgures.
3.6. Methods
The stimuli used in this experiment are depicted in Fig.
15.Theyweregray,whiteandblackdisksofvarioussizes,
ranging from 29–10° visual angles in diameter. The grey
disks were surrounded by textures that were parallel or
orthogonal to the preferred orientations of the cells.
Texture disks were also tested for comparison. The disks
were surrounded either by contrasting textures of 45 or
90° orientation differences, or by gray background. The
receptive ﬁelds of the cells in one monkey ranged from
1–1.5° in size at 5–6° eccentricity and in another monkey
ranged from 0.5–1° in size at 2.5–3.5° eccentricity in the
visual ﬁeld. The center of the displayed disk was placed
on top of the classical receptive ﬁeld. The minimum size
of the disk (2° diameter) was signiﬁcantly larger than the
typical receptive ﬁeld size (1–1.5°) in this parafoveal
regionofV1.Thescreenduringtheinter-trialintervalwas
gray. Therefore, the cells at the center of the white or
black disks experienced a step change in luminance at
stimulus onset. The cells at the center of the gray disk
experienced absolutely no change in visual stimulation
within the receptive ﬁelds at all.
The spatiotemporal response proﬁle of neurons to
black:white strips were obtained using the procedure of
Experiment I to investigate whether central peaks could
also be observed in uniformly colored strips (Fig. 19). A
small number of neurons were also tested with a set of
stimuli shown in Fig. 20.
3.7. Results
A total of 83 neurons from two monkeys were studied
in this set of experiments. Forty two neurons were tested
with black, white, gray and texture contrast disks of three
scales: 2, 3.7 and 7° in diameter. Twenty neurons were
tested with gray disk and texture contrast disks of ﬁner
scale, ranging from 1 to 9.5°. Twelve neurons were tested
with black:white strips of 3° width (Fig. 19). Nine
neurons were tested with the ring and texture contrast
disk stimuli (Fig. 20).
Many of these cells responded to the center of uni-
formly colored ﬁgures (Fig. 16). Because there were no
oriented features within the classical receptive ﬁelds to
stimulate the cells, the ﬁring rates of the cells were
naturally very low (typically 5–15 spikes:s compared
with 60–120 spikes:s for texture disks). However, the
response inside a uniformly colored ﬁgure is signiﬁcantly
greater than the corresponding uniform background,
exhibitingsimilarsize-dependentinteriorenhancementas
thetexturedisk(Fig.17A).Theinside:outsidedifferential
responses emerged around 60–70 ms for the uniformly
colored disks, slightly earlier than the texture disks (Fig.
16). Ten percent of the cells exhibited interior enhance-
ment for both texture deﬁned disks and uniformly
colored disks (Fig. 17B). Fig. 17(A) shows that the
interior enhancement was actually stronger for the uni-
formly colored disks than for the texture ﬁgures, perhaps
because of their stronger perceptual saliency. As the size
of the ﬁgure increased, the responses at the center of the
ﬁgures decreased for both textured or uniformly colored
disks.Ingeneral,theinteriorenhancementwasafunction
of both ﬁgural size and the eccentricity of the neurons.
A 4° wide square can induce less than the average.
When the neurons’ responses to the gray disks and
texture disks were studied with ﬁner size resolution, two
additional observations could be made. First, while the
neurons were sensitive to the orientation of the texture
within the texture ﬁgure, their responses were insensitive
to the orientation of texture outside a texture or gray
ﬁgure (Fig. 18). Second, while the boundary signals
withinthetexturesignals‘contracted’towardthelocation
of the borders over time, the boundary signals of the gray
disks spread inward from the borders over time (Fig. 18).
The spatiotemporal responses of the 12 neurons tested
with black and white strips showed the formation of
Fig. 10. Spatiotemporal response proﬁles illustrating the dynamics of the V1 neurons to the stimuli under the different conditions. The signals in
most of these 3D plots were obtained by the procedure described in Fig. 8(A) caption. Fig. 10(C) shows the population response of axis-positive
cells to stimulus ST
 only. (A) The responses of 50 cells to the texture strips ST
:ST
 in the parallel condition showed a uniform initial response
across space, followed by the emergence of localized boundary signals at the texture boundaries. A hint of axis enhancement is evident between
80–120 ms even in the average of the entire population. This phenomenon was even more striking in the selected cells. (B) The responses of 10
cells in the parallel condition to slanted texture strips SST
:SST showed an initial phase of mild response was followed by a stronger boundary
response after 100 ms. (C) The average response of the 14 selected neurons, out of the 50 neurons tested with texture strip, that showed statistically
signiﬁcant central response peaks to strip ST in the parallel condition. This was characterized by a persistent central ridge throughout the
duration of the later response in their spatiotemporal response proﬁle. (D) The responses of 45 neurons to the square SQ:SQ in the parallel
condition showed that interior enhancement became noticeable at 80 ms, together with the signiﬁcant boundary responses which were sharply
localized, pronounced and persistent throughout the duration of the trials. (E) The responses of 15 cells in the slant condition to the slant texture
squares SSQ
:SSQ
. The texture inside and outside the square was parallel or orthogonal to the preferred orientation of the neurons, and was
slanted (45 or 135°) from the orientation of the boundary (see SST:SST for example). Signiﬁcant inside:outside enhancement was observed.
Interestingly, a small central response peak was observed on and off during the evolution of the average response of the whole unselected
population. (F) Sixteen cells tested with squares SQ
:SQ in the orthogonal condition revealed that the later part of their responses was
characterized by a more uniform interior enhancement response within the ﬁgure than that in the parallel condition.T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2442
Fig. 11. The display shows examples of neurons exhibiting central peaks at different strip widths. Statistically signiﬁcant central response peaks
were observed in either positive or negative strips in three out of 11 cells tested with a 2° strip, four out of 12 cells tested with a 3° strip, 14 out
of 50 cells tested with a 4° strip, and ﬁve out of ten cells tested with a 6° strip. Cell k47, as shown, exhibited central peaks for both 2 and 3° strips.
luminance border signals almost instantaneously at the
beginning of the response onset, i.e. 40 ms after stimulus
onset. Responses within the black:white strips showed
slight interior enhancement, but the responses in general
were very weak. No statistically signiﬁcant central re-
sponse peaks could be observed (Fig. 19).
The responses of nine neurons to stimuli in Fig. 20
were remarkable. When a texture disk was surrounded
by black background, the responses of the neurons at the
center of the disk were markedly enhanced compared to
their responses at the center of the disks deﬁned by
texture contrast. However, when the texture border of
the texture contrast disk was occluded by a black ring,
the responses were markedly suppressed (Fig. 20).
3.8. Discussion
This set of experiments provide several new insights.
First, the interior enhancement is a general phe-
nomenon. It was observed for uniformly colored ﬁgures,
and was not limited to texture ﬁgures. Second, the
luminance:color or texture contrast borders of the uni-
formly colored ﬁgures were capable of inducing the
interior enhancement signals in the receptive ﬁelds from
afar. The responses of the neurons were sensitive to the
size of the ﬁgure regardless of whether the ﬁgures were
uniformly colored or textured. Third, the responses of
the cells to a uniformly colored ﬁgure were insensitive to
the orientation of the texture in the surround. These
facts suggest that the interior enhancement signals arise
from the more abstract border signals of the ﬁgure, not
merely a consequence of lateral inhibition or excitation
by texture elements inside or outside the ﬁgure.
The evidence shows signals sharpen spatially over time
at the boundaries of the texture ﬁgures, and spread
spatially over time from the boundaries of uniformly
colored ﬁgures. This suggests that there are at least two
underlying processes mediating these effects: a lateral
inhibition process for texture boundary detection, and a
lateral excitation process, possibly for surface
interpolation.
Although interior enhancement could be detected in
uniformly colored ﬁgures, the responses were too weak
to discern any spatial structure such as the centralT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2443
Fig. 12. The population histograms of the dispersion of the spatial locations of the interior response peaks and the boundary response peaks of
all the cells (65 cells) tested with the strip stimuli. Results from different strip widths were combined. The spatial width of the strip was normalized
to 4, so 2 and 2 were the locations of the strip boundary, and 0 should be the location of the center. The location of the interior response peak
was the location of the maximum response peak from spatial location 1 to 1 within the ﬁgure. The location of the boundary response peak was
the maximum response from 3t o 1 (boundary on the left), and 1 to 3 (boundary on the right), respectively. Cells that showed no statistically
signiﬁcant interior peak were not included in the interior peak cell count, but were included in the boundary response cell count in these
histograms. As shown, some interior response peaks were deviated from the center, but as a whole population, the center was emphasized.
Interestingly, the boundary response peaks were accurately localized, slightly biased inward in the positive strips, while they were strongly biased
outward to2.5 and 2.5 in the negative strip. This neural phenomenon might be related to the perceptual observation that the negative strip (with
horizontal texture strips) appears visually to be wider than the positive strip (with vertical texture strips).
response peak. This potentially is a negative result for
the medial axis hypothesis. Psychophysically, Kovacs
and Julesz [36] also found that the sensitivity enhance-
ment could be observed in a circle that was deﬁned by
random Gabor patches, but not with a white disk in a
black background. Why, if the central response peak is
signaling the location of the medial axis, would the
central response not be observed in the black:white
strip? One plausible explanation is that the medial axis
signal might be sub-threshold and would reveal itself
only when the receptive ﬁeld of the cell was stimulated
by the texture stimulus.
The results from the black ring experiment, although
preliminary, were particularly illuminating. When the
texture contrast borders were occluded by a black ring,
the neurons’ responses were markedly suppressed. This
was not because the black-to-texture border signals
were weaker than the texture-to-texture border signals.
On the contrary, the texture disk in a black background
with the same black-to-texture borders actually induced
a much stronger response in the neurons than a texture
disk surrounded by contrasting texture. One interpreta-
tion of this phenomenon is that when the ring was
placed to occlude the texture contrast border, the ring
became the ﬁgure, and the texture at the center was
pushed back to become part of the texture background,
and the neuron sitting at the center was no longer
inside the ﬁgure, hence the suppression of the re-
sponses. This evidence, resonating with the result of
Zipser et al.’s [26] frame and moat experiment and the
ideas of amodal surface completion [40,41], shows that
the interior enhancement requires the conjunction of a
homogeneous surface and borders that belong to the
surface. This condition is precisely the condition re-
quired for ﬁgure-ground computation as well as medial
axis computation.
4. General discussion
4.1. Summary of ﬁndings
The main ﬁndings of the neurophysiological experi-
ments presented in this paper are summarized below:
1. The initial responses (40–60 ms) of the neurons
were characterized by ﬁlter responses to local fea-
tures, while the later responses (80–200 ms) de-
pended on contextual information and were
possibly related to higher-order computations
(Figs. 8 and 10).
2. V1 neurons’ responses were enhanced when their
receptive ﬁelds were inside a compact ﬁgure more
so than when they were outside the ﬁgure, conﬁrm-
ing, Lamme’s [25] empirical ﬁndings (Fig. 10F).
3. The neurons were sensitive to the surface area of
both texture ﬁgures and uniformly colored ﬁgures.
In particular, the response decreased as the surface
area or distance from borders increased (Figs. 17
and 18).
4. Orientation-preference of the cell was important in
the later stage of V1 neurons’ responses, particu-
larly in the context of boundary detection. If theT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2444
Fig. 13. The spatial response proﬁles of V1 neurons to more complex shapes, such as a diamond and a rectangle deﬁned by texture contrast, were
examined. The major axis of the shapes and the texture within the shapes were aligned with the preferred orientation of the cells. The shapes
displayed here are for vertically oriented cells. The spatial response proﬁles of two neurons at the 100–200 ms post-stimulus time interval along
different cross-sections of the shapes were shown. (A) Central peaks were observed in four out of 40 cells in response to an elongated diamond.
In this particular cell, the central response peak was observed only at a certain location along the medial axis. Most of the cells showed distinct
central peaks only for a particular range of ﬁgural size. A population of cells, each showing central peak of a particular width, can potentially
encode the entire axis of a complex shape. (B) The response of a particular cell along cross-sections R1 and R2 shows statistically signiﬁcant
central response peaks along the mid-line of the rectangle, observed in ﬁve out of 15 cells. Other cells did not show any response peak within the
ﬁgure. Along the longitudinal cross-section R3, there is also a response peak at the centroid of the shape. (C) Perceptually, the vertically-textured
strip in the left ﬁgure is a vertical rectangle in front, while the same strip in the right ﬁgure is a part of the larger horizontal rectangle behind.
This is the phenomenon of amodal surface completion described by Kaniza [40], and by Nakayama and Shimojo [41]. If the central peak is related
to a medial axis representation computed with reference to the depth ordering relationship of objects in a visual scene, we would predict the central
peak to show up in the left ﬁgure but not on the right ﬁgure. This is indeed the case for ﬁve out of 30 isolated cells we studied: central peaks
were observed for the vertically textured strip of the left ﬁgure, but not for that of the right ﬁgure, three cells showed central peaks for both ﬁgures
and two cells showed the reverse effect. An example of a cell’s response is shown in the ﬁgure. The circles on the stimuli indicate the positions
and the size of the receptive ﬁelds. The local stimuli at the corresponding sampling positions (e.g. a vs d, b vs e) were identical.
boundary was parallel to the preferred orientation
of the cell, there was always a substantially
stronger response at the boundary than other parts
of the ﬁgure and background. When the texture
features deﬁning the boundary were not of the
preferred orientation of the cell, the response at the
boundary of the later stage was often stronger than
the initial ‘local feature detector’ phase of the
response (Fig. 10B).
5. In the non-parallel testing condition, the cell’s re-
sponse and the response enhancement were rela-
tively uniform spatially (Fig. 10E and F).
6. In the parallel testing condition, apart from the
boundary and interior enhancement, there was an
additional response enhancement at the axis of the
ﬁgure in a subset of neurons (Figs. 8 and 10A,C
and D). These central response peaks were also
observed in the response to stimuli (SSQ
 and
SSQ
) in the slant testing condition (Fig. 10E).
7. The boundary response was invariant with respect
to the surface area of the ﬁgure, but the central
response peak and the interior response were de-
pendent on the width and the surface area of the
ﬁgure respectively. Neurons usually exhibited a
central response peak only for a narrow range of
widths. There was also a dispersion of the ‘axis-re-
sponse’ peaks around the true center, but the em-
phasis was on the center (Figs. 11 and 12).T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2445
Fig. 14. (Top row): Piccaso’s Rite of Spring (left) and the medial axis representation on the colored ﬁgures, generated by Ogniewicz’s [67]
algorithm (right). Figural coloring and medial axis computation are two critical visual routines important in shape recognition.(Bottom row): The
ﬁgure illustrates how a cell may be constructed so that it ﬁres when located on the medial axis of an object. The conjunction of three properties
has to be present: at least two distinct segments of surface discontinuity on a disk of a certain radius and the homogeneity of surface qualities
within an inscribing disk. Such a response is highly nonlinear but can be robustly computed.
However, central peak response was not observed
in black:white strips (Fig. 19). While the boundary
of the positive strip was accurately localized by V1
neurons, the locations of the boundary responses
to the negative texture strip (i.e. with horizontal
stripes) were more separated than the actual
boundary locations (Fig. 12).
8. The interior response peak tended to emphasize the
center of mass, rather than the entire medial axis of
compact shapes such as diamonds and squares.
Central response peaks were found along the entire
axis only for elongated strips and rectangle (Fig.
13).
9. The response within a texture surface decreased
relative to the response at the boundary of the
surface over time, resulting in an increased local-
ization and relative enhancement at the boundary.
In contrast, the response within a uniformly col-
ored ﬁgure increased relative to the boundary re-
sponse over time, resulting in a spreading of border
contrast signals toward the interior of the ﬁgure
(Fig. 18).
10. The coexistence of a homogeneous surface and the
borders belonging to the surface is necessary to
produce the interior enhancement. Removing the
borders that belong to the surface, e.g. occlusion
by a black ring, eliminated the interior enhance-
ment effect (Fig. 13(C), and Fig. 20).
4.2. Mechanistic interpretations
There are several approaches to interpreting these
data. From a mechanistic point of view, it is known
that extensive horizontal axonal collaterals in the su-
perﬁcial layers of V1 provide a medium for excitatory
and inhibitory interaction among V1 neurons [42–44].
Various kinds of contextual phenomena, such as side-
stopping [19] and pop-out [23] have been attributed to
these intracortical connections. Various explicit mecha-
nistic models [29,44] have been proposed using lateralT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2446
Fig. 15. In this experiment, 42 V1 neurons with receptive ﬁelds ranging from 0.8–1.5° were placed at the center of the texture disks or uniformly
colored disks: white disk in a black background, black disk in a white background, gray disk in a white or black or texture background. Disks
of three sizes (diameter 2, 4, 7°) were tested. The dot illustrated the position of the ﬁxation spot.
inhibitory and excitatory interactions to account for
these known effects, although feedback from extrastri-
ate cortices has also been implicated in mediating at
least the ‘pop-out’ phenomenon. In these models, the
action of the surround is a function of the relative
contrast between the center stimulus and the surround
stimulus: when the contrast of the center stimulus is
weaker than that of the surround, the surround inﬂu-
ence tends to be facilitatory, whereas a center stimulus
of strong contrast would tend to be suppressed by the
surround units of similar orientation tuning. If properly
constrained and parameterized, could these contextu-
ally dependent surround inhibition and facilitatory
mechanisms account for the phenomena that we
observed?
First, the decrease in the interior enhancement with
the increase in the surface area of the texture ﬁgure
could be understood from known lateral inhibition of
the surrounding neurons with similar orientation tun-
ing. The spatial extent (1:e width of a Gaussian in-
hibitory kernel) of this lateral inhibition in awake
monkeys was measured to be large as 3° at 3° eccentric-
ity (Fig. 18) and 5–7° at 5° eccentricity (Fig. 17, see
also ref. [26]). We found, through computer simulation,
that a network with recurrent lateral inhibition of such
a large spatial extent can produce the uniform and
asymmetric enhancement within the ﬁgure that was
observed under the non-parallel condition (Fig. 10F).
However, lateral inhibition from units of similar orien-
tation preference in the surround cannot account for
the drastic interior enhancement observed in the non-
orientation selective neurons by Lamme [25], because
cells in the non-orientation selective ‘channel’ should
respond equally well to the foreground and background
texture. Moreover, it cannot account for the size-depen-
dent interior enhancement observed in uniformly col-
ored ﬁgures because these ﬁgures are deﬁned only by
luminance or color surface and contours with no ori-
ented local texture features in either the background or
the foreground to excite the orientation-selective units.
Therefore, a lateral excitatory mechanism is required.
Stemmler et al. [29] and Somers’ models do provide a
mechanism for facilitation of the surround when the
center stimulus is low in contrast relative to the sur-
round texture. This mechanism may be generalized so
that a strong border response in the surround likewise
can facilitate or excite a weak center, effecting the
enhancement in uniformly colored ﬁgures as well as
negative texture ﬁgures. Our observation that the tex-
ture border signals tend to sharpen and the uniformly
colored border signals tend to spread (Fig. 18) further
suggests that both lateral excitation and lateral inhibi-
tion are involved. Although lateral excitation is bi-di-
rectional, it is possible to obtain relative interior
enhancement simply because the signals are converging
from the borders inside the ﬁgure and are diverging
from the borders outside the ﬁgure.
However, we found the following four pieces of
evidence particularly difﬁcult to explain with lateral
excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms alone. First is the
result of the black ring experiment, similar in conclu-
sion to Zipser et al.’s [26] stereo frame and moat
experiment, which seems to suggest that the coexistence
of a homogeneous surface with the occluding borders
belonging to the surface is required to cause interior
enhancement within the surface. In our experiment, the
black ring produced a very strong border effect but did
not induce interior enhancement, even though the same
black-to-texture border signal shown as a texture disk
in a black background (Fig. 20) could induce a strongT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2447
Fig. 16. The average response of 35 neurons in parafoveal area V1 (eccentricity 5–6°) at the center of texture disks or uniformly colored disks
showed a signiﬁcant enhancement over the response to the background stimuli. The ‘background’ stimulus was a full screen stimulus composed
of the same cue that made up the corresponding disks. For example, the ‘background’ stimulus to compare with the white disk stimulus was the
white screen. Between trials, the monitor screen was gray. Therefore, both the onset of a white disk or white screen presented a temporal
luminance edge to the cells’ receptive ﬁeld. Six other neurons sampled at eccentricity 3° showed a similar but smaller effect. These proﬁles were
smoothed by a 15 ms running average.
interior enhancement effect. These observations, to-
gether with Lee et al.’s [45] shape from shading experi-
ment which showed that a convex ‘pop-out’ object can
induce interior enhancement but a concave ‘pop-in’ hole
cannot, suggests that the interior enhancement is contin-
gent on the ﬁgure-ground percept and is not due simply
to propagation of the border signals alone. Secondly,
although the axis enhancement in the positive texture
ﬁgures might be explained in terms of local lateral
inhibition and dis-inhibition or integration beyond the
zone of an inhibitory region (see ref. [20]). it is difﬁcult
to see how a response peak could emerge precisely at the
center of a region where there was absolutely no re-
sponse at all for the ﬁrst 80 ms (Fig. 6). The clustering
of the response peaks around the center of the ﬁgure
(Fig. 12) also is unlikely a random effect of ‘blind’
lateral inhibition and excitation mechanisms. Thirdly,
the evidence that the later response at the boundary
could be stronger than the initial response of the neu-
rons when the boundaries, but not the local features,
were of the preferred orientation of the cells, could not
be understood in terms of lateral inhibition either.
Lateral inhibition can produce ‘relative enhancement’ in
response but is not known to produce a greater absolute
response in the later stage than the initial ‘ﬁlter’ re-
sponse, which tends to be the strongest in ordinary
situations. This suggests a more ‘symbolic’ description
of the boundary might have emerged, possibly after
articulation and elaboration within the local circuit
under the inﬂuence of extrastriate feedback. Finally, the
fact that the substantial part of the interior enhance-
ment signals emerged around 80–100 ms after stimulus
onset allows for feedback from extrastriate cortices,
including IT [46], to impose more abstract and global
constraints to the processing of information in V1.
Consistent with this feedback hypothesis, psycho-
physical studies [47] and PET and NMR imaging studies
[48] have also shown that V1 activity can be modulated
by various top-down inﬂuences, including mental im-
agery. Recent neurophysiological studies have shown
that V1 neurons can be modulated by attention [49,50]
and preliminary deactivation experimental results also
suggested that some context-sensitive surround effects
can be eliminated by deactivating V2 [51] or lesioning
extrastriate cortical areas beyond V2 [52]. Given that V2
and even IT neurons start responding to the stimulusT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2448
Fig. 17. (A.) The ﬁgure-ground enhancement modulation was the ratio (AB):(AB) where A the response to the center of a disk (row 1,
Fig. 16) and B the response to a homogeneous screen (background) (row 2, Fig. 16), e.g. A the response to a white disk and B the response
to a white screen. The mean ﬁgure-ground modulation indices showed a similar increase in modulation with the decrease in ﬁgural size. Note that
ﬁgural enhancement was observed even for the 7° disk which was much bigger than the receptive ﬁelds. The conﬁdence bar indicates a 95%
conﬁdence interval for the population mean (35 neurons at eccentricity 5–6°) within the 120 to 250 ms time window. (B.) The population
distribution (N42) of co-occurrence of interior enhancement for black disk (B), white disk (W) and texture disk (T). A cell is considered to
exhibit positive interior enhancement to disks of a certain cue if it showed a statistically signiﬁcant decrease in response when the diameter of the
disk increased from 3.7 to 7° visual angle. The graph shows three out of 42 neurons were sensitive to disks of all three cues, eight were sensitive
to at least two cues simultaneously, and 12 cells did not show enhancement for any of the three cues.
60–80 ms after stimulus onset [53], the long latency of
the various phenomena we observed in V1 further
suggests feedback likely plays a major role in mediating
these effects.
4.3. Computational interpretations
Considering the data from a computational perspec-
tive might allow us to gain a deeper insight as to what
functional purposes are served by these intracortical
and feedback mechanisms. The computational perspec-
tive provides an alternative approach, but is not neces-
sarily orthogonal to the traditional mechanistic
interpretation.
One plausible computational interpretation to the
enhanced neural activities within the ﬁgure is that V1
neurons are carrying out various kinds of visual rou-
tines. One of these routines is called ‘coloring’ or the
labelling of all the ‘pixels’ that belong to the same
surface of the object, separated from the background.
Coloring a region takes time: Paradiso and Nakayama
[54] showed that the percept of a white disk forms in
stages over 50–100 milliseconds, propagating in from
the edges, and that it can be interrupted by masks of
different shapes. Our data show that the activities of
interior enhancement arise around 60 ms for uniformly
colored ﬁgures, and around 80 ms for texture ﬁgures.
This is consistent with the psychophysical data. Color-
ing is more rapid relative to ﬁlling-in [24] which typi-
cally took seconds. There are now at least two possible
related mechanisms to ‘color’ a region. One is to link
activity of already active cells, as Gray and Singer’s [55]
data might suggest, using synchrony of spikes to repre-
sent the presence of a single large percept. The other, as
data from this study might suggest, is to dedicate a cell
or part of a cell’s activity to signaling that speciﬁc
elementary shapes, such as the disks, are part of a
single surface not cut up by boundaries. This activity
might be a part of the enhanced responses of the
neurons within the ﬁgure. Furthermore, the locus of the
centers of such disks could signal the location of the
medial axis.
One purpose of coloring is to enhance the saliency of
the ﬁgure for recognition. Figural saliency is controlled
by many factors. The pop-out effect [35,56] is a result
of automatic bottom-up analysis of the data. Saliency
can also be enhanced by feedback as in the interactive
activation models [2] in which extrastriate cortical neu-
rons, presumably representing higher order internal
representation, are bi-directionally connected to early
cortical neurons that are sensitive to low and intermedi-
ate level local features. The internal object representa-
tions have been shown psychophysically to be able to
group local features together to enhance local feature
detection [57]. The activation of local features (e.g. the
old man’s ear in Fig. 1) would lead to the activation of
the whole percept (e.g. the old man), which in turn
would feedback to V1 to make the ﬁgure more salient
to focus further computation. The enhanced activities
then reﬂect partly the coloring process and partly the
co-activation of the visual neurons at different levels of
processings. The 80 ms latency in the enhanced activi-
ties may reﬂect the continuous articulation and elabora-
tion of the visual analysis in V1 under the feedback
from more abstract internal representations.T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2449
Fig. 18. The average ﬁring rates of 20 neurons, responding to texture disks surrounded by contrasting texture and gray disks surrounded by
texture of different diameters at different time windows after stimulus onset. The textures within the texture disks (texture center) or outside the
gray disks (texture surround only) were parallel to the preferred orientation of the cell () or orthogonal to the preferred orientation of the cell
(). The response to both types of disks was sensitive to the distance away from the boundary. The response within the texture disks (texture
center) was sensitive to the orientation of the texture inside the ﬁgure, but the responses within the gray disks (texture surround) were insensitive
to the texture outside the ﬁgure, as shown in the population average. The activities within the texture disks contracted toward the boundary, while
the activities within the gray disks showed signals spreading away from the boundary, revealing two possible concurrent processes of boundary
detection and surface interpolation.
Only when a ﬁgure has become ‘colored’, i.e. sepa-
rated from the background, can one begin to compute
properties of an object’s shape. These properties such as
aspect ratios, parts and symmetries may in turn suggest
the identity of the visible object. The medial axis or the
skeleton transform are fundamental to structural and
grammatical analysis of the shape of visual objects. It is
critical for the construction of the hierarchical and
modular 3D model of an object as proposed by Marr ,
or the representation of an object using structural prim-
itives and spatial relationships [12,14]. Even though
current neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence
favors a more view-based approach to object recogni-
tion [58] in which objects are represented by combina-
tion of multiple views or aspects, there might still be a
need for constructing the 2.5D sketch, and making use
of a hierarchical, structural and grammatical approach
to represent objects because such representations tend
to be more efﬁcient. The psychological evidence [36,38]
and the neurophysiological evidence presented in this
paper lends further support to the plausibility for such
a structural analysis.
Another dimension of the computational interpreta-
tion in addition to image segmentation and ﬁgure-
ground segregation is the construction of what Marr
called the 2.5D surface sketch, a representation of the
visible surface in depth. The process is also called
surface reconstruction in computer vision. Computer
scientists have proposed for several years now that
boundary detection cannot be successful with sophisti-
cated local edge detectors alone, but is best accom-
plished interactively with surface reconstruction [59–61]
and this computational architecture has been explicitly
proposed in preliminary forms for the visual cortex in
luminance boundary detection [62] and in texture seg-
mentation [60]. Grossberg [63] has also arrived at a
similar neural network structure from a more psycho-
logical perspective. These computational models in-
volve two concurrent and interactive processes. One is
the boundary sharpening process that involves reﬁne-
ment of boundary signals as the surface representation
is being formed, and the other is a surface interpolation
process that involves the spreading of surface signals
from the boundary. In our data, the contraction of
signals within a texture ﬁgure toward the borders andT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2450
Fig. 19. Average spatial response proﬁle of a population of 12 complex cells responding to BST (black strip) and WST (white strip), showing
almost instantaneous boundary formation (40 ms), and a slight spreading of the border excitation signals inside and outside the strip during the
resurgent period (80–120 ms after stimulus onset). The response is the combined response of BST and WST using the same averaging procedure
described in Figs. 8 and 10. Central response peaks could not be observed in these black and white strip stimuli.
the spreading of border signals within the uniformly
colored ﬁgure (Fig. 18) possibly reﬂect these concurrent
processes of boundary detection and surface interpola-
tion. Since V1 has heavy intracortical connections in
the superﬁcial layers, and the neurons are precisely
localized in space and tuned in orientation, color, dis-
parity and other cue modalities, it is an ideal ‘working
area’ to solve these 1D and 2D geometry problems and
to represent explicitly the boundary contours and the
2.5D sketch in a retinotopic map. Given that segmenta-
tion and surface reconstruction cannot be fully accom-
plished without ﬁgure-ground distinction and object
recognition, all levels of visual processing would be
involved in constructing these representations.
4.4. Conclusion
Our main thesis is that the later part of V1’s neural
activities reﬂect their participation in multiple visual
routines and higher level visual processing’s. The tem-
poral progression of activities of V1 neurons reﬂects the
gradual involvement of V1 in successively higher levels
of computations (Fig. 21). Within this framework, the
spike train of a neuron reﬂects the ‘aggregate’ of all
activities a neuron is engaged in. Imagine each visual
routine engages a neuron in a particular intracortical
and intercortical neural circuit, as a neuron participates
in more visual routines and gets involved in more
neural circuits, it will become more active. Our dataT.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2451
Fig. 20. Nine V1 neurons of one monkey were tested with the stimuli shown. The receptive ﬁelds of the neurons were about 1° in diameter at 4°
visual eccentricity. The receptive ﬁelds were placed at the center of the texture disk (2° visual angle in diameter). (A., B.) The average normalized
temporal responses of the neurons to the four stimuli were shown. In A, the texture within the disk was parallel to the preferred orientation of
the cells. In B, the texture within the disk was orthogonal to the preferred orientation of the cells. In both A and B, the single disk evoked the
greatest response, producing a greater initial burst of response particularly in case B. Responses to the texture contrast disks were relatively
independent of the degree of texture contrast, i.e. invariant to the orientation of the texture outside the disk. Adding a black ring to occlude the
texture contrast borders suppressed the response to the texture contrast disks at the later stage of the response. The histogram (C.) shows the
distribution of the neurons using the interior enhancement ratio (AB):(AB), where A was the neural response to the 45° texture contrast disk
and B was the neural response to the black ring stimulus. When the disk texture was of the preferred orientation, there was a signiﬁcant bias
towards positive enhancement, i.e. suppression by the black ring. When the disk texture was of the non-preferred orientation, the black ring
suppression was even more signiﬁcant.
seems to suggest individual V1 neurons can indeed
participate in multiple computations and encode multi-
ple representations. The results of these computations
and representations likely become multiplexed in the
spike train, possibly using synchronized spikes in the
population of neurons or complex neural assemblies
[64].
Our proposal, that V1 is engaged in many levels of
visual analysis through intracortical and feedback con-
nections, is a signiﬁcant departure from the classical
feed-forward views on the nature of information pro-
cessing and the functional role of V1 [11]. Classical ideas
going back to Hubel and Wiesel attempt to interpret all
neuronal responses as feature detectors, modulated by
various contextual factors. In the case of V1, this
amounts to ﬁlters with various extra receptive ﬁeld
enhancements and suppressions. This framework is so
broad that almost all effects can be coerced into it, using
complex higher order effects such as dis-inhibition and
integration beyond lateral inhibition. We ﬁnd that al-
though it can be stretched to account for most of the
data, we don’t believe it is a very simple or parsimonious
one, nor does it account for some of the more striking
experimental results. But the computational approach,
stemming from Marr, takes a radically different view. It
attempts to identify the visual structures that must be
computed and then see if single cell responses indicate
that they are being computed, taking an agnostic view
about whether cells are individually signalling features
or acting in complex assemblies. The latter approach has
been successful in relating V2 responses to Gestalt
theory [65,66]. It seems to us that the computational
interpretation is the simpler and preferable alternative.
Taken together, the data presented in this paper and
others [25–28,45] suggest that the V1 is not just a
module for computing local features, but possibly serves
as a high resolution buffer or visual computer to per-
form all computations that integrate global information
with spatial precision. The intricate intracortical cir-
cuitry in V1, together with the recurrent extrastriate
cortical feedback, allows V1 to participate in many
levels of visual analysis and to represent many kinds of
higher level structural information which are critical to
recognition.T.S. Lee et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2429–2454 2452
Fig. 21. This schematic diagram illustrates our ideas on how V1 becomes engaged in different levels of visual processing at different times
post-stimulus onset. From 40–60 ms, the responses of the neurons are characterized as local feature and edge detectors. From 80 ms onwards,
cue-invariant boundary signals are computed and represented. From 90–110 ms, interior enhancement (ﬁgure-ground signals) and axis signals are
produced. Another study by Lee et al. [45] shows that V1 neurons are sensitive to 3D shape from shading information 110 ms after stimulus onset.
Image segmentation, ﬁgure-ground, shape computation and object recognition in this framework occur concurrently and interactively in a
constant feed-forward and feedback loop that involves the entire hierarchical circuit in the visual system. Signals of higher level visual
representations, such as a 2.5D surface sketch, 3D model or view-based object memory, are likely reﬂected in the later part of V1’s activities.
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